
PERFORMANCE REVIEW – DINING ROOM LEADER
DATE _________

Commitment to the Business          A++
You are a true Restaurant Professional.  You take your position here very seriously and care for the welfare of our 
business, as well as the overall quality of the total dining experience.  You are always eager to jump in wherever 
and whenever you are needed.  You are the critical member of the dining room team and are not afraid to roll up 
your sleeves and tackle the next challenge placed before you.  When we first got ready to open, you painstakingly 
cleaned the place top to bottom, getting on ladders to scrub dust and grease from ceiling fans.  You have routinely  
got down on hands and knees to polish table bases, copper clean the tops and oil soap the wood.  Way Above and 
beyond!  Awesome Job!

Dining Room Manager Job Expectations/ Overall Attention to Minute Details   B
You have a solid grasp of priorities and what is most important in your position.  We are on the same page with 
our expectations and strategy to move the dining room staff to a higher level than the competition and even our 
own goals.  You are often ahead of my expectations with innovative ideas and new training plans.  For this and 
your efforts here you are commended.

Each season without exception, we have issues with closing sidework.  This season has also been a challenge in 
this area.  We have had numerous instances of laziness, but mostly it’s just I can’t wait to get out of here.  It 
frustrates me to see people without ambition who don’t care to build a solid track record for the future.  As you 
mentioned in several pre-shifts the skills and habits developed here will serve a person for a lifetime.  We preach 
and preach but frequently, these concepts fall on deaf ears.   I frequently walk around the dining room and 
building to put myself in the guest’s shoes to see what “they see” and the lasting impressions we leave.  Since 
opening, I have regularly found dead flies left on windowsills, tables that wobble or have coasters under them, 
chairs that need to be glued, dirty entrances littered with trash and cigarette butts, lights and stereo left on long 
after the last guest has left, etc…Some of these are isolated incidents and some happen regularly, wasting 
electricity and leaving negative impressions.   Please train your staff to clean up after themselves as part of their 
sidework and please make a final sweep at night before you leave.

Sound Judgement (Fair and Service Minded…looking out for restaurant’s best interests)  A+
You are always Fair and impartial with very good judgement.  You handle difficult guests and challenging 
situations with composure, patience and professionalism.  Your position is first and foremost “the” Dining Room 
Ambassador and you regularly take every opportunity to converse with guests to put a positive spin on whatever 
happened and make every effort to invite them back again. You make friends in the dining room on a nightly 
basis and contribute greatly to our strong reputation and repeat business.  Great Job!

Leadership, Teambuilding and Respect (Lead by Example, Take No Prisoners)   A-
You have made great strides with your team training and overall we are light years ahead of last season, as well 
as the beginning of this season.  You conduct very impressive Pre-Shift meetings and have a way of speaking that  
the staff  can both respect and relate to.  You have disciplined  your staff when necessary and made it clear when 
expectations were not met.  

On a sidenote, you have been very protective of your staff and although I understand this, I do not always agree 
that they are worthy of your protection (Caring and bringing your  best to work each day shows Character).  Also 



on rare occasions, I have sensed that you had been annoyed with viewpoints that I have presented.  As you know, 
my door is always open and I am always willing to communicate as well as listen to anything you have to say.

 Through Team provide Highest Level of Service and Sales      A+
You set a positive direction for service and salesmanship and I believe the entire dining room staff understands 
our position on this.  You put together effective “Training Sessions” prior to opening, have tested the staff on 
product knowledge until they “GOT IT” and have continued the basic concepts for reinforcement up to this point.   
Again, you lead by example and conduct very effective Pre-Shifts.  Great Job!

Learn the ALOHA System (Daily D. Room needs/ Emergency Plan)     A
You have learned the basics of ALOHA and can routinely solve server problems on the floor in the system.  You 
have worked with the Computer Company Help Line to solve problems affecting the system.  You have kept your 
cool and directed your staff when problems have arisen with crashes and other unexpected system problems.

Monitoring Server Sales (Overall and each Category)       B-
Despite the high marks you receive for Training and TeamBuilding, there are weaker staff members.  I set strong 
expectations for Sales and I’m not sure that you  consistently monitor server sales in the way I intended.  I think it  
is important from the first day to the last to strictly evaluate sales each night during the checkout process and 
record this information on the sheets I provided so that I can know where we stand at a glance.  Those that are not 
put on the spot daily and questioned for their sales performance of specials, wines, apps, desserts, coffee drinks, 
etc… learn they can just coast and be an order taker without repercussions.  “Each day is a series of opportunities 
and not one can we afford to miss”.   One of the most effective measurements last year was a Wall Chart with 
stickers added for achieving outstanding sales goals in each category… Any new ideas?

Record Keeping            B
You have maintained staff records in your files, but there have been a few instances of missing paperwork when it 
is time for me to do payroll.  Organization requires you to keep tabs on new staff and ensure that they can be paid 
properly in a timely manner.   I believe that you are well aware of this now and have taken steps to correct it.

Cost and Policy Controls           A+
You have been diligent in budgeting your labor and trimming when necessary to achieve great savings over last 
season.  Lets stay aware of the labor issue as it is easy to become complacent especially after a busy weekend or 
holiday period when business drops off.  You routinely catch those doing what they should not be doing and 
reprimand accordingly.  Thank you for this…. Super Job.  

Liquor Liability (ID Checking, Shut Offs, Professionalism)      A
I believe that your staff routinely checks for proper ID’s.  It is rare that we have alcohol related incidents in either 
dining rooms, but don’t let your guard down.  I count on you within reason to diffuse any challenging situation 
before it annoys other guests or escalates into something more serious.  

BONUS KEY RESULTS

MULTI-TASKING/ EYES WIDE OPEN         A+
Your job requires you to be a Trouble Shooter as well as the Front-Lines Ambassador.  A superior score comes 
from tirelessly working the room schmoozing guests, solving problems and building repeat guest visits. You 
know that your office is the “Dining Room” and that you need to be highly visible and available to both staff and 
guests at all times.   You have a lot of ground to cover (4 busy rooms) and you excel in this area.



TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS as SALES COACH & MOTIVATOR     A-
I have placed heavy emphasis on Pre-Shift meetings and the Training Manual.  Although, you have used certain 
exercises from the manual from time to time, I wish that a concept from it be discussed every single night even if 
it is just presented verbally.  I think that Quizzes and Contests have been very effective, so I’d like to use them 
more frequently.  Regular Role Playing exercises (sell me this, describe that) should be used constantly as long as 
they can be kept fresh and rewarding.  Please continue to inject fresh thinking and new material into pre-shifts for 
both dining rooms and do some exercise every day, not just on weekends.   You have used the mystery server 

evaluations and I would like each server to be evaluated before season end.  It would be a good idea to share the 
feedback we receive from guests with the team as a learning exercise good and bad.  You have run one server 
quiz…. another new one (more difficult) should be given soon to keep the team on its toes.  You have run wine 
sales contests but only the same few seem to try to win ….. they all should display competitive spirit and take 
these contests seriously.  

I am not convinced that every server approaches new tables immediately before doing other things.  I routinely 
witness servers approaching tables when they are ready, not when the guests are.  How can we solve this?  I am 
not sure that marketing coupons are presented routinely and consistently by all servers.

Hosts regularly back up the bussers and I see much hustle in this area, but I have yet to see them make positive 
recommendations to guests about tonite’s specials or the combo appetizer platter or Glacier Bowl drinks or 
anything else that guests would be interested in..  We have some very strong bussers and you should take full 
credit for motivating them.  GOOD JOB OVERALL!

Scheduling:  Please stay diligent to business levels,  staggering of staff and cutting when    A
no longer needed.  Payroll is our biggest weekly expense.

OVERVIEW:

We are very pleased with your performance.  I feel strongly confident that I can leave this restaurant in your 
capable hands and not have a care.  You may recall the attributes of an effective manager that I presented weeks 
ago and it certainly holds true in your case “You make my job easier for me, not harder”   What really pleases us 
though is what your staff thinks and they report that you are AMAZING (see attached)!  Thank You for 
Everything.  We hope that you are happy and that you will stay a very long time to help us continue to make this 
restaurant the best it can be!


